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The American Southwest 1975

reinterprets borderlands history from the mexican perspective

THE AMERICAN SOUTHWEST : ITS PEOPLE AND CULTURES 1975

in this biography randolph b campbell explores the life of sam houston and his important role in the
development of the southwest paperback brief and inexpensive each of the titles in the library of american
biography series focus on a figure whose actions and ideas significantly influenced the course of american
history and national life in addition each biography relates the life of its subject to the broader themes
and developments of the times

The Mexican Frontier, 1821-1846 1982

the author recounts her journey through the deserts of the american southwest discussing botany desert
zoology the people who make the desert their home and the meaning of her odyssey

Sam Houston and the American Southwest 2002

early writers told of the west and southwest they were with few exceptions writing of a region east of
the mississippi river as the country enlarged after the mexican war and the discovery of gold the west
suddenly expanded to the pacific and the southwest of that period was the region colored by the
romantic atmosphere of spain the northwest had its lewis and clark its astoria and the oregon trail
historians and novelists have reaped harvests from the fertile soil between westport and the pacific with
narratives of the covered wagon the pony express and the cow horse

The American Southwest in Literature, 1940-1960 1998

introduction to the native peoples of the american southwest

The Blazing Southwest 1961

if the southwest is known for its distinctive regional culture it is not only the indigenous influences that
make it so as anglo americans moved into the territories of the greater southwest they brought with
them a desire to reestablish the highest culture of their former homes opera painting sculpture
architecture and literature but their inherited culture was altered challenged and reshaped by native
american and hispanic peoples and a new vibrant cultural life resulted from houston to los angeles from
tulsa to tucson keith l bryant traces the development of high culture in the southwest humans create
culture but in the southwest bryant argues the land itself has also influenced that creation incredible
light natural grandeur and a geography at once beautiful and yet brutal molded societies that sprang
from unique cultural sources the peoples of the american southwest share a regional consciousness an
experience of place that has helped to create a unified but not homogenized southwestern culture bryant
also examines a paradox of southwestern cultural life southwesterners take pride in their cultural
distinctiveness yet they struggled to win recognition for their achievements in high culture a dynamic
tension between those seeking to re create a western european culture and those desiring one based on
regional themes and resources continues to stimulate creativity decade by decade and city by city bryant
charts the growth of cultural institutions and patronage as he describes the contributions of artists
and performers and of the elites who support them bryant focuses on the significant role women played as
leaders in the formation of cultural institutions and as writers artists and musicians the text is
enhanced by more than fifty photographs depicting the interplay between the people and the land and the
culture that has resulted

Desert Time 1994

with its soaring azure sky and stark landscapes the american southwest is one of the most hauntingly
beautiful regions on earth yet staggering population growth combined with the intensifying effects of
climate change is driving the oasis based society close to the brink of a dust bowl scale catastrophe in a
great aridness william debuys paints a compelling picture of what the southwest might look like when the
heat turns up and the water runs out this semi arid land vulnerable to water shortages rising
temperatures wildfires and a host of other environmental challenges is poised to bear the heaviest
consequences of global environmental change in the united states examining interrelated factors such as
vanishing wildlife forest die backs and the over allocation of the already stressed colorado river upon
which nearly 30 million people depend the author narrates the landscape s history and future he tells the



inspiring stories of the climatologists and others who are helping untangle the complex interlocking
causes and effects of global warming and while the fate of this region may seem at first blush to be of
merely local interest what happens in the southwest debuys suggests will provide a glimpse of what
other mid latitude arid lands worldwide the mediterranean basin southern africa and the middle east will
experience in the coming years written with an elegance that recalls the prose of john mcphee and wallace
stegner a great aridness offers an unflinching look at the dramatic effects of climate change occurring
right now in our own backyard

Indians & Pioneers 1930

incorporating recent findings by leading southwest scholars as well as original research this book takes
a fresh new look at the history of spanish missions in northern mexico the american southwest during the
17th and 18th centuries far from a record of heroic missionaries steadfast soldiers and colonial
administrators it examines the experiences of the natives brought to live on the missions and the ways in
which the mission program attempted to change just about every aspect of indigenous life emphasizing the
effect of the missions on native populations demographic patterns economics and socio cultural change
this path breaking work fills a major gap in the history of the southwest

The People 1993

plant geography and culture history in the american southwest is a comprehensive book by george francis
carter published as part of the viking fund publications in anthropology series the book explores the
relationship between plant geography and culture history in the american southwest region focusing on
the interactions between humans and their environment carter s research is based on extensive fieldwork
and analysis of plant species and their distribution as well as archaeological and historical data he
presents a detailed overview of the region s plant geography including the distribution of various species
and their ecological significance the book also examines the ways in which indigenous cultures in the
southwest interacted with their environment particularly through their use of plants for food medicine
and other purposes carter discusses the role of agriculture in these cultures as well as the impact of
european colonization on the region s plant communities and cultural practices

Culture in the American Southwest 2001

a guide to the history and culture of the american southwest as told through early encounters with
fifteen iconic sites this unique guide for literate travelers in the american southwest tells the story of
fifteen iconic sites across arizona new mexico southern utah and southern colorado through the eyes of
the explorers missionaries and travelers who were the first non natives to describe them noted
borderlands historians david j weber and william debuys lead readers through centuries of political
cultural and ecological change the sites visited in this volume range from popular destinations within
the national park system including carlsbad caverns the grand canyon and mesa verde to the spanish
colonial towns of santa fe and taos and the living indian communities of acoma zuni and taos lovers of
the southwest residents and visitors alike will delight in the authors skillful evocation of the region s
sweeping landscapes its rich hispanic and indian heritage and the sense of discovery that so enchanted its
early explorers published in cooperation with the william p clements center for southwest studies
southern methodist university

Classification of Some New Rockets 1988

a modern horseback journey across 1 000 miles of desert and wilderness following the trail of the first
european explorer in the american southwest

A Great Aridness 2012-04-01

the american southwest was arguably as formative a landscape for willa cather s aesthetic vision as
was her beloved nebraska both landscapes elicited in her a sense of raw incompleteness they seemed not so
much finished places as things unassembled more like countries still waiting to be made into a landscape
cather s fascination with the southwest led to its presence as a significant setting in three of her most
ambitious novels the song of the lark the professor s house and death comes for the archbishop this
volume focuses a sharp eye on how the landscape of the american southwest served cather creatively
and the ways it shaped her research and productivity no single scholarly methodology prevails in the
essays gathered here giving the volume rare depth and complexity



From Savages to Subjects 2019-07-23

the influence of globalization in the american southwest is not a new or recent trend of the twentieth or
twenty first century the phenomenon of globalization goes back centuries to the arrival of the first
spanish and the french among others the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries are only the most pronounced
aspects of globilization but there are earlier influences as well my study is a general overview

Plant Geography and Culture History in the American Southwest
1945

a history of the indians of the southwest includes descriptive overviews of over a dozen tribal groups

First Impressions 2017-08-22

this book is a best of haury collection of many of his previously published works with excellent
introductory essays by colleagues and noted archaeologists gathered into one readable volume

Indians and pioneers 1936

most people today including many archaeologists view the pueblo people of the southwest as
historically peaceful sedentary corn farmers in prehistoric warfare in the american southwest steven
leblanc demonstrates how the prevailing picture of the ancient puebloans is highly romanticized taking a
pan southwestern view of the entire prehistoric and early historic time range and considering
archaeological and ethnohistorical evidence and oral traditions he presents a different picture
objectively sought evidence of war and its consequences is abundant the people of the region fought for
their survival and evolved their societies to meet the demands of conflict

Cities of Gold 1999

a simple exploration in straight forward language of the events and geologic processes responsible for
the stunning beauty of the deserts plateaus and mountains in the american southwest

Willa Cather and the American Southwest 2002-01-01

indian country analyzes the works of anglo writers and artists who encountered american indians in the
course of their travels in the southwest during the one hundred year period beginning in 1840 martin
padget looks first at the accounts produced by government sponsored explorers most notably john
wesley powell s writings about the colorado plateau he goes on to survey the writers who popularized
the region in fiction and travelogue including helen hunt jackson and charles f lummis he also introduces
us to eldridge ayer burbank an often overlooked artist who between 1897 and 1917 made thousands of
paintings and drawings of indians from over 140 western tribes padget addresses two topics how the
southwest emerged as a distinctive region in the minds of late nineteenth and early twentieth century
americans and what impact these conceptions and the growing presence of anglos had on indians in the
region popular writers like jackson and lummis presented the american indians as a primitive culture waiting
to be discovered and experienced firsthand later as padget shows anglo activists for indian rights such
as mabel dodge luhan and mary austin worked for the acceptance of other views of native americans and
their cultures

Southwesterners Write 1946

this is a new release of the original 1930 edition

Ancient Life in the American Southwest 1968

nearly fifty years ago the bureau of reclamation proposed building a dam at the confluence of two rivers
in central arizona while the dam would bring valuable water to this arid plain it would also destroy a
wildlife habitat flood archaeological sites and force the yavapai indians off their ancestral home the
struggle for water is not only the fascinating story of this controversial and ultimately thwarted
public works project but also a study of rationality as a cultural organizational and political
construct in the 1970s the three groups most intimately involved in the orme dam younger bureau of
reclamation employees committed to rational choice decision making older bureau engineers committed to
the dam and the yavapai community all found themselves and their values transformed by their struggles



wendy nelson espeland lays bare the relations between interests and identities that emerged during the
conflict creating a contemporary tale of power and colonization bureaucracies and democratic practice
that asks the crucial question of what it means to be rational

Globalization and the American Southwest. An Economic, Social, and
Political History. 2023-01-23

three pillars supported the empire of new spain the first two the presidio and the mission have lived on in
history and the popular imagination the third less studied and less understood has lived on in the
traditions of local self governance and the distinctive cultural and social patterns of the southwest
that third pillar is the civil settlement or town with its distinctive governmental institutions town
councils or cabildos brought to the northern frontier a high degree of law and order patterns of local
government a rough democracy and the principle of justice based on rule of law the towns populated the
borderlands introduced industry and contributed to the economy and defense of hispanic territories let
there be towns presents the origins and contributions of six of the early settlements of new spain san
antonio and laredo in spanish texas santa fe and el paso in nuevo mexico and san jose and los angeles in
alta california in let there be towns gilbert r cruz carefully assesses their importance as part of the
spanish government s policy for implanting in north america the linguistic social religious and political
values of the crown ten years of archival study as well as travel through spain and mexico researching
the origins of colonial towns in parent institutions have led the author to the provocative conclusion
that town settlements and their civil governments were even more important than the more glamorous
missions and presidios in establishing spanish dominion over the northern borderlands

Indians of the American Southwest 1975

celebrates the ancient cultures and distinctive landscapes of the american southwest

Emil W. Haury's Prehistory of the American Southwest 1992-07

collects legends and lore of buried treasure in the american southwest with maps showing locations

Whole Country in Commotion: the Lousiana Purchase & the American
Southwest (p) 2005

contains descriptions and illustrations of eighty six species of birds that live in the american southwest
with information about habitats distinctive markings and characteristic behaviors

Prehistoric Warfare in the American Southwest 1999

this is the only available volume to summarize current knowledge of prehistoric regional exchange in the
american southwest and mesoamerica as such anthropologists and archaeologists will find it a
valuable source of important data for comparative analysis of regional systems relative to
sociopolitical organization

Spirit of the American Southwest 2002

borderlands of slavery explores how the existence of two involuntary labor systems mexican peonage
and indian captivity in the nineteenth century southwest impacted the transformation of america s judicial
and political institutions during the antebellum civil war and reconstruction eras

The American Southwest 1974

native and spanish new worlds brings together archaeological ethnohistorical and anthropological
research from sixteenth century contexts to illustrate interactions during the first century of native
european contact in what is now the southern united states the contributors examine the southwestern
and southeastern united states and the connections between these regions and explain the global
implications of entradas during this formative period in borderlands history

Indian Country 2006



Ancient Life in the American Southwest 2013-10

The Struggle for Water 1998-09

No Traveller Remains Untouched 1995

Let There Be Towns 1988

The American Southwest 1998-01-01

Short-term Sedentism in the American Southwest 1986

Buried Treasures of the American Southwest 1989

Birds of the American Southwest 2000

Ancient Life in the American Southwest 1948

The American Southwest and Mesoamerica 1993-01-31

Borderlands of Slavery 2017-05-02

Native and Spanish New Worlds 2013-04-18
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